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3”x 6”  Patch 4299-25
6”x 9”  Patch 4299-26
9”x 12” Patch 4299-27

Quick SealTM Repair Patch
Quick Seal Repair Patch is a UV light activated fiberglass reinforced self-adhesive repair patch. The 
fiberglass reinforced repair patch is made of polyester/plastic and is designed for quick, in-the-field 
repairs. It can be used on both cold or hot water as well as HVAC/R and plumbing applications, and 
bonds to all types of pipes.

NEW

Pipe RepairRust Area Repair

Specialty Products

Quick Seal™ Pipe Repair
A permanent knitted fiberglass impregnated tape that is designed for quick, in-the-field repair of leaks for 
all types of pipes. It can be used on both cold or hot water, as well as refrigeration, plumbing, industrial, 
commercial, and residential applications. It is safe for potable water and is UL listed. ANSI/NSF Standard 61.

2˝ x 4´ wrap 4299-10
4˝ x 12´ wrap 4299-11

Scrubs-In-A-Bucket® HVAC80
The original Scrubs — disposable, pumice-performance waterless hand cleaner towels that effectively and 
quickly clean hands on a wide variety of industrial soils and greases. Each self-dispensing portable canister 
contains perforated disposable heavy-duty towels and are pre-moistened with the famous Scrubs cleaning 
formulation. Effective yet gentle to the skin. Use anywhere, anyplace, anytime.

30 count canister 4366-24
80 count canister 4366-87

Great Wipes 
Great Wipes Industrial Strength Hand Towels are waterless wipes made specifically for the air conditioning, 
refrigeration, and plumbing service technician. Each premoistened, heavy duty towel has strong pumice 
scrubbing power that conveniently cleans anywhere and anytime.

75 count canister 4185-75 

Pneu-flush® 
A flushing and cleaning system specifically designed for pneumatic control air lines. It utilizes DuPont® 
Vertrel® XM, a premier ozone-safe HFC cleaning solvent. Pneu-Flush works quickly and easily to clean and 
purge the compressed air lines in HVAC control and other pneumatic systems.

2 lb. canister 4298-01
Injection Valve 4300-89 

(Injection Valve fits Rx11-flush® and Pressurized Rx-Acid Scavenger® as well)

Specialty Products

11 ounce tube 4371-36

Thermo-Trap® Paste
Thermo-Trap is the industry’s original heat absorbing paste designed to isolate heat encountered in 
soldering, welding, and brazing, thereby preventing damage to nearby heat sensitive controls or fittings. 
USDA approved. Biodegradable. 

1 quart spray bottle 4371-32
4 fluid ounce spray bottle 4371-53

Thermo-Trap® Gel
Thermo-Trap Spray gel is designed to form a protective barrier to keep flames and heat from damaging 
areas beyond direct work surfaces during brazing or soldering. It will protect drywall, wiring, joists, and 
surrounding areas that a flame could also come in contact with. Cleans up easily with no residue.

Thermo-Trap® Putty 
Thermo-Trap Putty is a reusable putty material that is referred to as a heat sink. Thermo-Trap keeps 
components protected and cooler much better than a traditional wet rag. When applied to the metal working 
surface, Thermo-Trap soaks up heat and reduces heat transfer to protect sensitive components. Apply to 
copper, steel, or other pipe surfaces before welding, brazing, or soldering to protect nearby sensitive controls 
or components. Thermo-Trap features antimicrobial chemistry to prevent mold growth on the putty, so it can 
be reused up to 40 times!

12 oz. tub 4371-38
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